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decompositionAbstract In this paper, a linear model of power system equipped by HVDC parallel installed with
HVAC is investigated. The HVDC system is mainly composed by voltage source converters
(VSC-HVDC). So, there are four adjustable variables to control the power system characteristics.
In this regards, one of these variables can be used as a supplementary controller input, in order to
damp the oscillations efﬁciently. In this work the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method is
used to realize the most effective control input of VSC-HVDC, with the aim of low frequency
oscillation damping. Besides, optimum values for supplementary controller gains, are found using
imperialist competition algorithm. To conﬁrm strength of the proposed controller, the designed
controller is tested in wide range of operating condition and compared with conventional scheme.
The main advantage of the proposed procedure is greatly improving the dynamic response of the
system. In addition, the overshoots, undershoots and the settling times are dramatically reduced
by applying the proposed method. Simulation results show the good operation of proposed method
so as to damp power system oscillations.
 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Ain Shams University.1. Introduction
Stability, security and dynamic control are the most important
factors in power system operations. Power swing in one areacan affect other areas and leads power swing in integrated
power system. So, the dynamic control of integrated power
systems plays an important role due to difﬁculties in estimating
exact model and complexities of integrated systems [1,2]. In
stable power system, voltage level and frequency must be
maintained in desired ranges under any external or internal
disturbances. Main external disturbances are as follows:
transmission line faults, switching heavy loaded and loss of
electrical power units. Moreover, internal disturbances include
mainly, loss of excitation, instability of generators and
mechanical factors. When a disturbance occurs in power
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Oscillations (LFOs) have been created during and after the dis-
turbance [3]. In this case, suitable controller for damping the
oscillations is vital to avoid utilities outage and instability of
power system. If dynamic control system can be damped low
frequency oscillations (LFO) with frequencies with the ranges
of 0.2–2.5 Hz apace, the integrated power system would be sta-
ble [1–3].
There are several methods [4–8] to damp the oscillations.
The common method is installing Power System Stabilizer
(PSS) on generators. PSS can damp the oscillations and
improves the power system stability. Unfortunately, PSS has
such limitations as determining the optimum values for PSS
parameters. It should be considered that selection inadequate
values cause instability on power system. So, selection of cor-
rect and adequate values is so vital. Since 1981, several
approaches have been proposed for determining PSS control-
ler’s parameters in order to oscillation damping in power sys-
tems, such as artiﬁcial neural network, Pole placement,
optimal control, adaptive control and variable structure con-
trol based on modern control theory [9–15].
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in using
Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) in order to oscil-
lation damping. In this scheme a supplementary control signal
is added to one of the control loops [16–18]. In [19] VSC-
HVDC has been used to damp the oscillations and to improve
the power system stability accompanied with neural network
controller. VSC-HVDC systems interconnect large power sys-
tems which tender economic beneﬁts, so it has received much
attention in the power system industry. VSC-HVDC includes
two voltage source converters (VSC), one act as a rectiﬁer
and the other act as an inverter. So, among the four adjustable
variables, the efﬁcient one is used as control input for damping
oscillations. In order to ﬁnd the efﬁcient variable the Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) analysis is used. The advantages
of VSC-HVDC include improvement of voltage proﬁle, non-
synchronous interconnection, decreeing active and reactive
power losses, power ﬂow control, fast transfer of active power
and, etc. In addition to the beneﬁts listed for HVDC, also it
can damp the inter area oscillations in shorter time compared
to PSS. As noted before, there are two control inputs for each
converter in VSC-HVDC. In order to measure the controllabil-
ity of the electromechanical modes using the different VSC-
HVDC control inputs, the SVD is employed and supplemen-
tary control signal is added to a control input with higher
effectiveness.
In this paper, an intelligent algorithm named Imperialism
Competitive Algorithm (ICA) which is inspired by sociopo-
litical process of Imperialism is used to design VSC-HVDC
controller as well as the to ﬁnd the optimum parameters
of conventional PSS. To conﬁrm the proposed design
scheme of VSC-HVDC with using ICA, the system under
disturbances is studied and the obtained results are discussed
and also compared with conventional PSS controller. The
reminder of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes pro-
posed system’s model with VSC-HVDC. Section 3 intro-
duces the control strategies based on intelligent algorithm
for estimating optimal control parameters. Section 4 shows
simulation results for power system with applying conven-
tional method and ICA algorithm. Finally, Section 5 is the
conclusion.2. Power system equipped by HVDC
A Single-Machine Inﬁnite-Bus (SMIB) system by HVDC par-
allel installed with HVAC has been modeled, as shown in
Fig. 1. In this scheme; HVDC line paralleled with AC line is
utilized to supply inﬁnite bus. HVDC system formed from
two coupling transformers, two three-phase IGBT based Volt-
age Source Converters (VSCs) and a DC transmission line. DC
transmission line connects two IGBT based VSCs to each
other and coupling transformers connects the AC part of each
converter to HVDC feeder.
In HVDC system one of the VSCs plays as a rectiﬁer which
has two degrees of freedom. Ordinary, one degree of rectiﬁer is
used as reactive power controller, and the other is used to con-
trol the DC voltage [20]. Amplitude modulation ratio (Mr) and
phase angle (PHr) are two input control signals of HVDC rec-
tiﬁer. The other VSC plays as an inverter role which similar to
the rectiﬁer has two degrees of freedom. This converter con-
trols power ﬂow by its own input control signals called ampli-
tude modulation ratio (Mi) and phase angle (PHi) of inverter
in HVDC feeder [19]. One of the four input control signals
of the HVDC system with name’s Mi, Mr, PHi and PHr will
be selected using SVD analysis in order to damp the oscilla-
tions effectively. The selection criteria will be explained in
the followings.
2.1. None liner modeling of SMIB
The nonlinear model of SMIB system, shown in Fig. 1, can be
described by the following equations [21]:
d

¼ xbx ð1Þ
x
 ¼ ðPm  Pe DxÞ
M
ð2Þ
where xb, x and d are synchronous speed, rotor speed and
rotor angle, respectively; M is inertia constant and D is damp-
ing coefﬁcient; Pe and Pm are the output and input power of
the generator, respectively. The internal voltage E0q can be
expressed by the following:
E0q

¼
Efd  xd  x0d
 
Itld  E0q
 
T0do
ð3Þ
In this equation Efd is the ﬁeld voltage and T
0
do is the open cir-
cuit ﬁeld time constant. The reactance and the transient reac-
tance of the generator in d-axis are Xd and X
0
d, respectively.
The excitation system without PSS can be described by the fol-
lowing expression:
Efd
 ¼ ðKAðVref  VtÞ  EfdÞ
TA
ð4Þ
TA and KA are the time constant and exciter gain, respectively;
and Vref is the reference voltage. The output power of the gen-
erator can be expressed in terms of the d- and q-axis compo-
nents of the armature current (I) and terminal voltage (Vt),
as Eq. (5):
Pe ¼ VtdItld þ VtqItlq ð5Þ
The terminal voltage, Vt, is:
GExcitation 
system
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Figure 1 A SMIB system with installed a HVDC.
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ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V2td þ V2tq
q
ð6Þ
Vtd ¼ xqItlq ð7Þ
Vtq ¼ E0q  x0dItld ð8Þ
where xq is the q-axis reactance of the generator. Also from
Fig. 1 the following equations can be obtained:
Vt ¼ jXtlItl þ V1 ð9Þ
Vt ¼ jXtlItl þ jXlbIlb þ Vb ð10Þ
Ilb ¼ Itl þ Vo  Vt þ jXtlItl
jXs
ð11Þ
Ilbd ¼ Iold þ Itld ð12Þ
Ilbq ¼ Iolq þ Itlq ð13Þ
where Itl, Vo, Ilb and Vb are the armature current, rectiﬁer
voltage, inﬁnite bus current and voltage, respectively. From
Eqs. (9) and (10) we could have:
2.2. Modeling of power system equipped by HVDC
By utilization of Park’s transformation equations and neglect-
ing the ohmic losses, the VSC-HVDC system can be modeled
as follows:
V1d
V1q
 
¼ 0 XsXs 0
 
Iold
Iolq
 
þ
MrVdcr cosðPHrÞ
2
MrVdcr sinðPHrÞ
2
 !
ð14Þ
Vbd
Vbq
 
¼ 0 XspXsp 0
 
Iobd
Iobq
 
þ
MiVdci cosðPHiÞ
2
MiVdci sinðPHiÞ
2
 !
ð15Þ
Cdcr
dVdcr
dt
¼ In Mr
2
½Iold cosðPHrÞ þ Iolq sinðPHrÞ ð16Þ
Ln
dIn
dt
¼ Vdcr  Vdci ð17Þ
Cdci
dVdci
dt
¼ In Mi
2
ðIobd cosðPHiÞ þ Iobq sinðPHiÞÞ ð18Þ
where Vl and Vb are voltage of middle bus and voltage of inﬁ-
nite bus; Iol and Iob are the currents ﬂow from rectiﬁer and
from inverter, respectively. Vdcr, Vdci and Cdcr, Cdci are the
DC link voltages and capacitances, respectively. Ln is consid-
ered as DC link inductance.2.3. Linearization on nonlinear state space equation
Linear dynamic model of the employed power system is neces-
sary in SVD analysis and also to design the conventional PSS
and proposed HVDC controller around an operating condi-
tion. The linearization of the modeled power system is
detailed, as follows:
Dd

¼ xbDx ð19Þ
Dx

¼ ðDPm DPe DDxÞ
M
ð20Þ
DEq
 0 ¼ ðDEfd DEqÞ
T0do
ð21Þ
DEfd

¼ ðKADVt DEfdÞ
TA
ð22Þ
DVt ¼ K5DdþK6DE0q þKVdcrDVdcr þKVMrDMr þKVPHrDPHr ð23Þ
DPe ¼ K1DdþK2DE0q þKPdcrDVdcr þKPMrDMr þKpPHrDPHr ð24Þ
DEq ¼ K3DE0q þK4DdþKqPHrDPHr þKqMrDMr þKqdcrDVdcr ð25Þ
CdcrDV

dcr
¼DIn þ q1Ddþ q2DE0q þ q3DVdcr þ q4DMr þ q5DPHr ð26Þ
CdciDV

dci
¼ DIn þ q6Ddþ q7DVdci þ q8DMi þ q9DPHi ð27Þ
KPdcr ; KPMr ; KpPHr ; KVdcr ; KVMr ; KVPHr ; Kqdcr ; . . . ; K1; K2; . . .
are the linearization constants.
From Eqs. (14)–(18) and substituting Eqs. (23)–(25) in Eqs.
(19)–(22), the state variable of power system equipped by
HVDC can be obtained and is as follows:
DX

¼ ADXþ BDU ð28Þ
where
A ¼
0 xb 0 0 0 0 0
K1
M
D
M
K2
M
0
Kpdcr
M
0 0
K4
T0
do
0 K3
T0
do
1
T0
do
Kqdcr
T0
do
0 0
KAK5
TA
0 KAK6
TA
1
TA
KAKVdcr
TA
0 0
q1
Cdcr
0 q2
Cdcr
0 q3
Cdcr
0 1
Cdcr
q6
Cdci
0 0 0 0 q7
Cdci
1
Cdci
0 0 0 0 0 1
Ln
1
Ln
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
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0 0 0 0
KpMr
M
KpPHr
M
0 0
KqMr
T0
do
KqPHr
T0
do
0 0
KVMr
TA
KVPHr
TA
0 0
q4
Cdcr
q5
Cdcr
0 0
0 0 q8
Cdci
q9
Cdci
0 0 0 0
0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA
DX ¼ Dd;Dx;DE0q;DEfd;DVdcr;DVdci;DIn
h iT
ð29Þ
DU ¼ ½DMr;DPHr;DMi;DPHiT ð30Þ
In described linearization model, DMi, DMr, DPHi, and DPHr
are the input control signals of HVDC. The dynamic model of
Eqs. (29) and (30), namely Phillips–Heffron model can be illus-
trated by Fig. 2. Where Kpu, Kqu, Kvu, Kq, Kp, in the ﬁgure are
deﬁned as below:
3. Oscillation damping based on SVD analysis
In this study, the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is
applied to measure the controllability of the electromechanical
mode of system with determined parameters. SVD is to deter-
mine the most efﬁcient signal in oscillation damping. A brief
review of SVD analysis is provided in this section.
G is an m · n complex matrix which is given as (31):Figure 2 Modiﬁed Heffron–Phillips mG ¼ WRVH ð31Þ
In Eq. (31), W and V are unitary matrices with dimensions of
m · m and n · n, respectively. Matrix R is:
R ¼ R1 0
0 0
 
; R1 ¼ diagðr1; . . . ; rrÞ with
r1 P . . .P rr P 0
ð32Þ
In the above equation, r1, . . . , r are the singular values of G
and r=min{m, n}.
In order to quantify the modal controllability [22], distance
of matrix G from all the matrices with a rank of r  1 is spec-
iﬁed with the minimum singular value [23]. Matrix B is as
B= [h1 h2], where hi is a column vector corresponding to the
ith input. The minimum singular value of the matrix [kI  A:
hi] identiﬁes the capability of the ith input to control the
deﬁned mode associated with the eigen value k. In other words,
in a speciﬁed mode, obtained value for the minimum singular
value for each input, deﬁnes the controllability of mentioned
input, which higher value causes high controllability. As a mat-
ter of fact, the controllability of the electromechanical mode
can be tested with all inputs in order to identify the most effec-
tive one to control the mode [21]. As explained previously, to
measure the controllability of the HVDC controller parame-
ters, (Mr, PHr, Mi and PHi), in several operating points,
SVD is used. Pe is variant in the range of 0.01–1.5 pu and
Qe = 0.4 pu. The minimum singular value for all inputs is
shown in Fig. 3. Corresponding to SVD analysis [19], theodel of power system with HVDC.
Figure 3 Controllability measure using SVD.
Damping of power system oscillations 79controllability of the electromechanical mode through PHr is
much more efﬁcient than others. So, PHr is the best control
input for adding supplementary controller to get better
dynamic response.
4. Design of damping controllers
4.1. Conventional phase compensator
Fig. 4 shows the structure of HVDC based damping controller.
As shown, it is a lead–lag controller and consists of a gain
block with a gain of Kdc, signal washout and phase compensa-
tor block. The output of the controller block is electrical tor-
que in phase with the speed deviation. Speed deviation is
selected as an input for oscillation damping. The output of this
controller is combined with one of the input control signals
(PHr) and the other signals are considered as zero. Moreover,
other signals can be employed instead of speed deviation. But
this will require the analysis of observability as well as the con-
trollability [24].
In the conventional method the parameters of the damping
controller are calculated using the phase compensation tech-
nique [25,26].
4.2. ICA based damping controller design for HVDC
There are a number of works on designing the optimum con-
troller in power system using the mathematical programming,
eigen value assignment, gradient procedure for optimization
and also the modern control theory. Unfortunately, the con-
ventional methods require heavy computation burden with
slow convergence. In addition, the search process is sensitive
to be trapped in local minima and the attained solution may
not be optimal. Recently, there has been an ever increasing
interest in evolutionary algorithms to seek the optimal design
of damping controller in a power system. It has been proved
by many researches that these algorithms are viable candidates
as tools to deal with controller design scheme. The evolution-
ary methods comprise an approach to search for the optimum
solutions via some form of directed random search process. AFigure 4 Structure of lead–lag controller.related characteristic of the evolutionary methods is that they
search for solutions without previous problem knowledge [27].
In this regard there are several papers reported for control-
ling the FACTs devices using intelligent control [1,28,29].
Given that damping oscillation problem can be considered as
an optimization problem, ICA is found to be an appropriate
alternative in this regard. ICA is a recently developed novel
socio-politically motivated optimization method which is
inspired by sociopolitical process of Imperialism. ICA is an
evolutionary optimization strategy which is employed in many
applications to solve the problems because of its higher efﬁ-
ciency, means good convergence and global minimum achieve-
ment. So, in this paper ICA is employed to solve the damping
oscillation problem in order to ﬁnd the optimum values for
PID controller parameters. Deﬁning the principle of ICA is
given in several papers for instance in [30]. Like other evolu-
tionary algorithms, ICA starts with an initial population,
which is called country and is divided into two types, colonies
and imperialists, which together form empires. Every country
could be deﬁned as a vector with socio-political characteristics
such as culture, language, and religion.The primary locations
of each country is determined by the set of values assigned
to each decision variable randomly as
Dið0Þ ¼ Di;min þ randðDi;max Di;minÞ ð33Þ
where Di(0) determines the initial value of the ith variable for a
country; Di, max and Di,min are the maximum and the minimum
allowable values for the ith variable; rand is a randomnumber in
the interval. If the allowable search space is a discrete one, using
a rounding functionwill also be necessary. For each country, the
cost identiﬁes its usefulness. In the optimization process, the cost
is proportional to the cost function. When the values of cost for
initial countries are calculated,some of the best countries (in
optimization terminology, countries with the lower costs) will
be selected to be the imperialist states and the remaining coun-
tries will form the colonies of these imperialists.The total num-
ber of initial countries is set to N country and the number of
themost powerful countries to form the empires is equal toNimp.
The remaining Ncol of the initial countries will be the colonies
each of which belongs to an empire. All the colonies of initial
countries are divided among the imperialists based on their
power. The power of each country, the counterpart of ﬁtness
value, is inversely proportional to its cost value. That is, the
number of colonies of an empire should be directly proportion-
ate to its power. In order to proportionally divide the colonies
among the imperialists, a normalized cost for an imperialist is
deﬁned. Fig. 1 shows the movement of a colony towards the
imperialist (assimilation). In thismovement, h and x are random
numbers with uniform distribution as illustrated in (34) and d is
the distance between colony and the imperialist.
x  Uð0; b dÞ; h  Uðc; cÞ ð34Þ
where b and c are parameters which randomly modify the area
that colonies search around the imperialist. It should be noted
that the total power of an empire depends on both the power
of the imperialist country and the power of its colonies, which
is shown in (35).
T:C:n¼ CostðIm perialist nÞ þ ICA mean½ðCostðcolonies of empire nÞ
ð35Þ
Furthermore, the main part of the algorithm which forms the
formation of ICA technique is imperialistic competition
80 M.R. Banaei et al.among empires. In this step, powerful empires, take possession
of weak empires’ colonies. Finally, this competition converges
to a state in which there exists only one empire. In this way the
algorithm ﬁnds the optimum or near optimum answer. The
ﬂowchart of imperialist competitive algorithm is as Fig. 5. In
this work, ICA is applied to search for the optimal distribution
substation placement problem, it means that each country of
ICA is the parameters of PID controller.
In this paper, an Integral of Time multiplied Absolute value
of the Error (ITAE) is taken as the objective function [31]. The
objective function is deﬁned as follows:
J ¼
Z tsim
0
jDxðtÞjtdt ð36Þ
where Dx(t) is the speed deviation and tsim is the time range of
simulation. ICA is used to ﬁnd the optimum values for Kdc, T1
and T2. Optimum solutions are obtained when the possible
least value of J is achieved.
5. Simulation result
Computer simulation is provided to exhibit the good operation
of the proposed control method in wide range of operating
conditions. The main parameters used in simulation studiesst
Initialize th
Move the colonies towa
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Exchange the positions of
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Peak the weakest colony
and give it to the empire th
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Is there an empir
Eliminate 
Do
Stop condit
Y
Y
Y
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Figure 5 The ﬂowchaare given in Table 1. The system is simulated using MAT-
LAB/SIMULINK software.
As mentioned before, ICA algorithm is applied to search
for the optimal parameter settings of the supplementary con-
troller in order to optimize the objective function. To validate
this fact that, ICA is more powerful on ﬁnding optimal values
for supplementary controller, a full comparison is provided
with a Genetic Algorithm (GA). GA is the well known evolu-
tionary algorithm and is commonly used in optimization prob-
lems. To make a fairly comparison the initial population of
both ICA and GA is considered to be same. ICA and GA have
run several times with different problem parameters and the
best results are obtained. The initial population and
the maximum number of iterations are selected to be 100 for
the mentioned algorithms in all repetitions. The ﬁnal values
of parameters caused by optimized objective function are given
in Table 2.
In this study the dynamic response of the generator for
CPSS and GA based controller and designed controller are
presented for nominal, light and heavy load conditions with
considering two different disturbances characteristics. Loading
conditions (nominal, light and heavy) are detailed in Table 3.
The system dynamic responses for rotor speed and rotor
angle deviation, result from applying CPSS, GA and designed
controller by HVDC parameters in nominal, light and heavyart
e empires
rd their relevant empires
pire which has lower cost 
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 that imperiallist and colony
 cost of all empires
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sess it
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Table 1 Main parameters of system (pu).
Generator Xd ¼ 1; Xq ¼ 0:6; X0d ¼ 0:3; D ¼ 0; M ¼ 8; T0do ¼ 5:044; freq ¼ 60; vref ¼ 1
Excitation system KA = 140, TA= 0.015
VSC-HVDC Vdcr = Vdci = 3, Cdcr = Cdci = 1, L= 0.06
Transmission line and transformer reactance Xtl = 0.18, Xlb = 1, Xsp = Xs = 0.18
Table 2 Obtained optimum values for proposed controller.
Method Kdc T1 T2
CPSS 32.33 0.15 2.78
ICA 435 0.87 0.53
GA 54.8 0.323 1.74
Table 3 Different load conditions.
Loading condition P Q
Nominal load 1 0.015
Light load 0.3 0.015
Heavy load 1.1 0.3
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Figure 6 Dynamic responses for nominal load condition and
DPM ¼ 5%, (a) speed deviation and (b) rotor angle deviation.
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Figure 7 Dynamic responses for light load condition,
DPM ¼ 5%, (a) speed deviation and (b) rotor angle deviation.
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Figure 8 Dynamic response for heavy load condition,
DPM ¼ 5%, (a) speed deviation and (b) rotor angle deviation.
Damping of power system oscillations 81loading condition, are shown in Figs. 6–8, respectively. The
input power of the generator is changed 5% at t= 1 s.
Fig. 6 depicts the effectiveness of applied ICA-based HVDC
controller in nominal loading condition. It is obvious that time
response of ICA-based HVDC controller is shorter.
Similar to nominal load, results for light and heavy load
conditions shown in Figs. 7 and 8 conﬁrm strength of ICA-
based HVDC controller. Figs. 9–11 depict dynamic responses
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Figure 11 Dynamic responses for heavy load condition,
DPM ¼ 10%, (a) speed deviation and (b) rotor angle deviation.
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Figure 10 Dynamic responses for light load condition,
DPM ¼ 10%, (a) speed deviation and (b) rotor angle deviation.
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Figure 9 Dynamic responses for nominal load condition,
DPM ¼ 10%, (a) speed deviation and (b) rotor angle deviation.
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In this area the input power of the generator is changed 10
% at t= 1 s. Similar to previous condition, obtained results
for nominal, light and heavy loading are shown and a compar-
ison between ICA-based HVDC controller, GA-based HVDC
controller and CPSS is discussed.
As seen from Figs. 9–11 the convergence speed of ICA-
based HVDC controller is the most compared to the CPSS
and GA. As discussed before, time response of controller isessential in controller design manner. Shorter time response
causes that power system reaches to stable state as rapid as
possible, after any disturbances occurs. So, as detailed in ﬁg-
ures, it is obvious that the dynamic responses of power system
for ICA based controller in all load conditions and for both
input power changing are better. In other words, It is obvious
from the ﬁgures that ICA is more efﬁcient in oscillation damp-
ing, in terms of rotor speed deviation and rotor angle devia-
tion. It means that with ICA-based HVDC controller, the
rotor speed and rotor angle are converged with higher speed.
The provided comparison validates ICAs effectively in oscilla-
tion damping.
6. Conclusion
In this paper HVDC is implemented in transmission line
regards to oscillation damping beside other advantages of it.
ICA approach is used to ﬁnd optimum gains of designed con-
troller. To validate the effectiveness of presented approach,
dynamic response of rotor speed and rotor angle deviation
considering several scenarios with different loading conditions
and with different disturbances occurred in power system are
studied. The obtained results are compared with CPSS and
GA-based HVDC controller and the comparison validates that
the presented method is more efﬁcient in oscillation damping
context.
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